Female sex hormones as regulatory factors in the vaginal immune compartment.
Sexually transmitted diseases (STD) are now considered to be among the most common human infections. The incidence of STD is on the rise, which is partly due to frequent transmission during the asymptomatic phase of infection. The compounded cost of STD just in the United States is estimated to exceed $10 billion annually. STD are particularly prevalent in teenagers and young adults and the health problems caused by these diseases tend to be more severe and more frequent in woman than in men. Despite considerable efforts, a vaccine that provides protective immunity against sexually transmitted diseases in humans has not been developed. Nonetheless, research in animal models indicates that strong local and regional immune responses can influence the outcome of vaginal challenge with microbial pathogens. Vaginal immunity is an area of basic immunology that has received relatively little attention, but it is already clear that the mucosal and regional immunology of the vagina has unique features. The present review summarizes some of the anatomical, physiological and immunological features of the vagina and uterus that distinguish humans, non-human primates, rats and mice. These interspecies differences need to be taken into account in laboratory efforts to develop effective vaccines for STD in humans.